Building a Culture of Engagement: Conversation Starter Images

**Meditation**
Be open & present.

**Virus**
Your efforts will multiply with sharing.

**Plant A Seed**
It's ok to start small.
Building a culture of engagement internally: Action Steps

Shape your internal culture that sets the building and sustaining of community relationships as an institutional priority that is broadly held, resourced and enacted through simple, habitual and integrated actions

1. Each organization’s approach to building and sustaining relationships with community is as unique as the organization and communities themselves. No two relationships are the same

2. Involve staff as stakeholders

3. Include a community engagement responsibility in each job description

4. Set aside dedicated time at recurring meetings to address community engagement through regular reflection and shared learning

5. Make a simple action bucket-list, try to check something off each week/month

6. Integrate CE into vision, mission and strategic plan

7. Champion the cause at whatever level of influence you have